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Abstract

Infrasound observations are increasingly used to constrain properties of volcanic eruptions. In order to better interpret in-

frasound observations, however, there is a need to better understand the relationship between eruption properties and sound

generation. Here we perform two-dimensional computational aeroacoustic simulations where we solve the compressible Navier-

Stokes equations for pure-air with a large-eddy simulation approximation. We simulate idealized impulsive volcanic eruptions

where the exit velocity is specified and the eruption is pressure-balanced with the atmosphere. Our nonlinear simulation results

are compared with the commonly-used analytical linear acoustics model of a compact monopole source radiating acoustic waves

isotropically in a half space. The monopole source model matches the simulations for low exit velocities (<100 m/s or M ˜ 0.3

where M is the Mach number); however, the two solutions diverge as the exit velocity increases with the simulations developing

lower peak amplitude, more rapid onset, and anisotropic radiation with stronger infrasound signals recorded above the vent

than on Earth’s surface. Our simulations show that interpreting ground-based infrasound observations with the monopole

source model can result in an underestimation of the erupted volume for eruptions with sonic or supersonic exit velocities. We

examine nonlinear effects and show that nonlinear effects during propagation are relatively minor for the parameters considered.

Instead, the dominant nonlinear effect is advection by the complex flow structure that develops above the vent. This work

demonstrates the need to consider anisotropic radiation patterns and jet dynamics when interpreting infrasound observations,

particularly for eruptions with sonic or supersonic exit velocities.
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Abstract18

Infrasound observations are increasingly used to constrain properties of volcanic erup-19

tions. In order to better interpret infrasound observations, however, there is a need to20

better understand the relationship between eruption properties and sound generation.21

Here we perform two-dimensional computational aeroacoustic simulations where we solve22

the compressible Navier-Stokes equations for pure-air with a large-eddy simulation ap-23

proximation. We simulate idealized impulsive volcanic eruptions where the exit veloc-24

ity is specified and the eruption is pressure-balanced with the atmosphere. Our nonlin-25

ear simulation results are compared with the commonly-used analytical linear acoustics26

model of a compact monopole source radiating acoustic waves isotropically in a half space.27

The monopole source model matches the simulations for low exit velocities (up to 100 m/s28

or M ≈ 0.3 where M is the Mach number); however, the two solutions diverge as the29

exit velocity increases with the simulations developing lower peak amplitude, more rapid30

onset, and anisotropic radiation with stronger infrasound signals recorded above the vent31

than on Earth’s surface. Our simulations show that interpreting ground-based infrasound32

observations with the monopole source model can result in an underestimation of the33

erupted volume for eruptions with sonic or supersonic exit velocities. We examine non-34

linear effects and show that nonlinear effects during propagation are relatively minor for35

the parameters considered. Instead, the dominant nonlinear effect is advection by the36

complex flow structure that develops above the vent. This work demonstrates the need37

to consider anisotropic radiation patterns and jet dynamics when interpreting infrasound38

observations, particularly for eruptions with sonic or supersonic exit velocities.39

Plain Language Summary40

Volcanic eruptions are noisy phenomena. During an eruption material is thrown41

into the atmosphere, pushing air out of the way and generating low frequency sound waves42

termed infrasound. We use infrasound observations to learn about the properties of vol-43

canic eruptions. However, our understanding of the complex processes that generate sound44

during a volcanic eruption is limited. In order to address this, we perform simulations45

of volcanic eruptions and the associated infrasound signal. We compare our simulation46

results to an analytical model that is commonly used to interpret volcano infrasound ob-47

servation. We show that for low exit velocities (up to 100 m/s or M ≈ 0.3 where M48

is the Mach number) the analytical model does a good job in explaining the infrasound49

observations and the radiation pattern. However, for higher exit velocities the analyt-50

ical model overpredicts the peak amplitude of the infrasound signal, underpredicts the51

erupted volume, and does not account for the directionality of the radiation pattern. This52

work quantifies some of the complexities that should be considered when interpreting53

infrasound observations and is a step towards developing more sophisticated source mod-54

els for volcanic eruptions.55
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1 Introduction56

During a volcanic eruption material is ejected from the volcano into the atmosphere57

and the eruptive fluid interacts with the atmospheric air to form a jet. The displacement58

and compression of the atmospheric air by the expansion of the jet generates acoustic59

waves, which are predominantly at low frequencies (< 20 Hz) and are termed infrasound60

(Johnson & Ripepe, 2011; Fee & Matoza, 2013; Garces et al., 2013; Marchetti et al., 2019;61

Matoza et al., 2019). Infrasound observations are increasingly used to detect and mon-62

itor volcanic activity (Arnoult et al., 2010; Coombs et al., 2018; Ripepe et al., 2018; De An-63

gelis et al., 2019) as well as to constrain eruption properties including eruptive volume64

and mass (Johnson & Miller, 2014; Kim et al., 2015; Fee et al., 2017; Iezzi et al., 2019),65

plume height (Caplan-Auerbach et al., 2010; Lamb et al., 2015; Yamada et al., 2017; Perttu66

et al., 2020), and crater dimensions (Fee et al., 2010; Richardson et al., 2014; Johnson67

et al., 2018; Witsil & Johnson, 2018; Watson et al., 2019, 2020). Infrasound signals can68

propagate great distances in the atmosphere and can be used for regional (15 - 250 km)69

and remote (> 250 km) detection and characterization of eruptions (Fee & Matoza, 2013;70

Matoza et al., 2019; Marchetti et al., 2019). In this work, however, we focus on local (<71

15 km) infrasound.72

The majority of volcano infrasound studies assume compact (i.e., point) sources,73

linear wave propagation, and do not account for fluid flow in the complex region near74

the vent. These simplifying assumptions have been extremely useful for interpreting vol-75

cano infrasound signals and relating observations to eruption properties (see De Ange-76

lis et al. (2019) for a review). However, they are not always applicable and may result77

in inaccurate infrasound-derived estimates of eruption parameters (e.g., Caplan-Auerbach78

et al., 2010; Johnson & Miller, 2014), which can negatively impact hazard assessment79

and monitoring efforts. In order to improve infrasound-derived constraints of eruption80

properties and leverage infrasound observations to learn more about eruptive processes81

and jet dynamics, we need to revisit these assumptions and consider more realistic source82

models (Matoza et al., 2009, 2013).83

1.1 Infrasound Radiation Pattern84

Many volcano infrasound studies describe the acoustic source as a point monopole85

source in a homogeneous half-space, which has an isotropic (equal in all directions) ra-86

diation pattern (e.g., Vergniolle & Brandeis, 1996; Johnson & Miller, 2014; Yamada et87

al., 2017; De Angelis et al., 2019). It is challenging to measure the radiation pattern for88

a volcanic eruption because most infrasound sensors are deployed on Earth’s surface. Sev-89

eral studies have utilized surrounding topography to improve the vertical coverage of in-90

frasound sensors (Johnson et al., 2008; Rowell et al., 2014; McKee et al., 2017) while re-91

cent work suspended infrasound sensors from tethered aerostats (Jolly et al., 2017; Iezzi92

et al., 2019) and observed anisotropic (different in different directions) radiation patterns.93

There are several possible reasons why volcanic eruptions may have anisotropic ra-94

diation patterns. First, the radiation pattern may be a propagation artifact caused by95

the scattering of acoustic waves from complex volcanic topography (Lacanna & Ripepe,96

2013; Kim & Lees, 2014; Lacanna et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2015; Fee et al., 2017; Lacanna97

& Ripepe, 2020). Second, while many studies assume a monopole source mechanism, oth-98

ers have argued for a dipole (Woulff & McGetchin, 1976; Johnson et al., 2008; Caplan-99

Auerbach et al., 2010) or multipole (Kim et al., 2012) source mechanism, which have anisotropic100

radiation patterns. Third, a spatially distributed source can appropriately be described101

as compact or a point source when the source dimension is small compared to the char-102

acteristic wavelength (ka� 1 where a is the source dimension and k is the wavenum-103

ber with k = 2π/λ = 2πf/c where λ is the wavelength, f is the frequency and c is104

the speed of sound). For many volcanic eruptions ka ∼ 1 and finite source effects, which105

are when acoustic waves from different parts of the source arrive at the receiver at dif-106
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ferent times, may result in an anistropic radiation pattern. Finally, Matoza et al. (2013)107

considered modern jet noise literature (e.g., Tam, 1998) and proposed that volcanic erup-108

tion sources are likely highly directional with respect to angle from the jet axis (this was109

the motivation for the observational studies of Rowell et al. (2014); McKee et al. (2017);110

Jolly et al. (2017) and Iezzi et al. (2019)). The simulations that we present here neglect111

topography but naturally capture finite source effects, possible dipole contributions and112

other fluid dynamic complexities that may be present in real eruptions.113

1.2 Wave Propagation114

Another common approximation in volcano infrasound studies is linear wave prop-115

agation, which is justified for sufficiently small pressure perturbations (Blackstock, 2000;116

Atchley, 2005; Matoza et al., 2019). In this limit, changes in sound speed from changes117

in temperature are negligible, and fluid particle velocities are small compared to the sound118

speed such that advection is also negligible. Volcanic eruptions, however, are violent phe-119

nomena that can generate large pressure amplitudes and large Mach number fluid mo-120

tions, such that nonlinear propagation effects might be important (Marchetti et al., 2013;121

Johnson, 2018; Maher et al., 2020).122

In recent work, Anderson (2018) and Maher et al. (2020) performed nonlinear acous-123

tic simulations of acoustic waves radiating from a region of initial high density or pres-124

sure. In their simulations, the sound speed depends on the temperature but fluid flow125

and advection were not included. Anderson (2018) applied scaling analysis from the chem-126

ical/nuclear explosion literature to volcanic eruptions and showed how a single eruption127

simulation can be scaled for a range of eruption energies, which reduces computational128

expense. Maher et al. (2020) used a quadspectral density-based nonlinear indicator to129

detect and quantify wavefront steepening, which could be used to identify nonlinear prop-130

agation effects in field observations. In contrast to the work of Anderson (2018) and Maher131

et al. (2020), Brogi et al. (2018) performed nonlinear computational aeroacoustic sim-132

ulations that include both acoustic waves and fluid flow, with the acoustic waves excited133

by fluid flow from a vent. They focused on short duration explosions and their simula-134

tions show an acoustic wave propagating away from the vent in all directions, trailed by135

a jet of eruptive fluid extending upwards from the vent. Brogi et al. (2018) showed that136

the radiation pattern became more anisotropic as the exit velocity was increased, with137

larger pressure amplitudes above the vent than to the side. Due to their use of a lattice138

Boltzmann numerical method, however, their simulations were limited to subsonic ve-139

locities (M < 0.5 where M is the Mach number).140

1.3 Jet Dynamics141

The fluid dynamics during a volcanic eruption can be extremely complex. Near the142

vent, erupted material forms a momentum-driven jet, which is often referred to as the143

gas thrust region. As the erupted material rises, it can expand and form a plume by en-144

training and heating the surrounding atmospheric air. If sufficient entrainment occurs,145

the plume can become buoyant and continue to rise. Otherwise, the plume can collapse146

and form a pyroclastic density current (Sparks & Wilson, 1976; Neri & Macedonio, 1996;147

Clarke et al., 2002; Neri et al., 2003; Koyaguchi & Suzuki, 2018). There has been exten-148

sive modeling of plume (Wilson et al., 1978, 1980; Bursik & Woods, 1991; Ogden, Glatz-149

maier, & Wohletz, 2008) and jet dynamics (Woods, 1988; Bursik, 1989; Ogden, Wohletz,150

et al., 2008; Koyaguchi et al., 2010; Ogden, 2011; Suzuki & Koyaguchi, 2012; Koyaguchi151

et al., 2018). The majority of modeling work has used steady state vent conditions and152

studied the development and evolution of volcanic jets and plumes. Cerminara et al. (2016)153

performed large-eddy simulations (LES) of steady volcanic plumes and the associated154

infrasound signal. While their study was predominantly focused on plume dynamics, they155

showed that infrasound can be generated by fluid flow at the vent as well as from tur-156
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bulent eddies within the plume. Our study is complementary to the work of Cerminara157

et al. (2016) as we consider unsteady vent conditions and focus on the volcanic jet.158

The two dominant controls on jet dynamics are exit velocity and pressure at the159

vent. Ogden, Wohletz, et al. (2008) and Koyaguchi et al. (2018) examined the influence160

of vent pressure on steady jet dynamics. For over-pressurized vents (vent pressure greater161

than atmospheric pressure), their simulations show underexpanded jets with complex162

flow structures, including standing shock waves (Mach disks and barrel shocks) and the163

flow partitioning into an outer sheath that moves faster than the inner core. For pres-164

sure balanced jets, there are no standing shock waves or flow partitioning but vortex rings165

develop on either side of the jet. Suzuki and Koyaguchi (2012) examined the impact of166

exit velocity on jet dynamics for steady state vent conditions and suggest that the ef-167

ficiency of entrainment decreases with increasing exit velocity, which hampers the de-168

velopment of the jet into a buoyant plume and can lead to collapse. Other factors that169

might impact jet dynamics are vent radius and geometry (Koyaguchi et al., 2010; Og-170

den, 2011) and the contrast in fluid properties between the eruptive fluid and the atmo-171

sphere, but for simplicity we do not examine these effects in our study.172

Several studies have used shock-tubes to study volcanic eruptions and their infra-173

sound signals in the laboratory. Medici et al. (2014) used a high-speed camera to track174

shockwaves generated by a pressure gun and scaled their results to use strong shock the-175

ory to estimate explosive energy released by eruptions at Sakurajima. Swanson et al. (2018)176

examined the sensitivity of jet noise to vent geometry and demonstrated that, in addi-177

tion to acoustic sources within the jet, vent and conduit processes are likely to be sig-178

nificant sources of volcanic infrasound. Peña Fernández et al. (2020) performed labora-179

tory measurements of a shock tube in an anechoic chamber and studied the acoustic sig-180

nal of a starting supersonic jet. Our simulations of the start-up of a supersonic jet are181

complementary to this study, although our jet was pressure-balanced with the atmosphere182

rather than over-pressurized. Peña Fernández et al. (2020) were able to identify the dif-183

ferent sources of supersonic jet noise and map the sources in the time and frequency do-184

mains, which will help to identify supersonic jet noise in future field observations.185

It can be challenging to directly measure exit velocities as the near-vent environ-186

ment is extremely hazardous and frequently obscured by volcanic gases. Due to the unique187

nature of Stromboli (Italy) and Yasur (Vanuatu), Taddeucci et al. (2012, 2014, 2015) and188

Gaudin et al. (2014) were able to use high-speed cameras to track erupted pyroclasts and189

pressure waves, and observed velocities of up to 405 m/s. Other studies have used in-190

direct observations to infer exit velocities. Marchetti et al. (2013) used a thermal cam-191

era while Yokoo and Ishihara (2007) and Ishihara (1985) relied upon visual observations192

of luminance changes to track shock condensation and observed propagation at super-193

sonic velocities. Caplan-Auerbach et al. (2010) and Perttu et al. (2020) inverted infra-194

sound observations for exit velocity for plume-forming eruptions and obtained values rang-195

ing from 43 to 220 m/s (although this approach involves several modeling assumptions).196

Wilson (1976) and Wilson et al. (1980) combined geological observations and physical197

modeling to estimate exit velocities with values as high as 600 m/s (Bercovici & Michaut,198

2010; Yarushina et al., 2015). In this study, we examine the influence of the exit veloc-199

ity on the observed infrasound signal and consider velocities ranging from subsonic to200

supersonic.201

1.4 Overview202

Despite substantial work on volcano infrasound and jet dynamics, there are very203

few modeling studies linking jet dynamics with infrasound observations (e.g., Cerminara204

et al., 2016; Brogi et al., 2018). This is because it is computationally challenging to sim-205

ulate acoustic waves along with fluid flow. Most computational fluid dynamics methods206
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introduce artificial dissipation to handle shocks at the expense of overdamping acous-207

tic waves (Lele, 1997).208

Here, we build upon the existing jet dynamics (e.g., Ogden, Wohletz, et al., 2008;209

Suzuki & Koyaguchi, 2012; Koyaguchi et al., 2018) and volcano infrasound (e.g., Ander-210

son, 2018; Maher et al., 2020) literature by performing two-dimensional (2D) simulations211

of idealized unsteady volcanic eruptions and their associated infrasound radiation. Sim-212

ulations are performed using the nonlinear computational aeroacoustics code, CharLESX213

(Khalighi et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2018), which is a LES code that can simulate fluid flow214

and acoustic waves at the same time. We consider simplified eruptions of pressure-balanced215

jets (vent pressure equal to atmospheric pressure) where the eruptive fluid has the same216

composition as the atmospheric air. Our modeling approach is similar to Cerminara et217

al. (2016) although they considered more realistic compositions of erupted material whereas218

we model pure-air eruptions. Our results are complementary as Cerminara et al. (2016)219

focused on steady-state eruptions and plume dynamics whereas we focus on unsteady220

eruptions and the volcanic jet. The simulations presented here also extend the results221

of Brogi et al. (2018) by considering higher exit velocities (sonic and supersonic).222

The manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss acoustics and present223

the analytical solution for a monopole line source that we compare with our simulation224

results. In Section 3, we present the nonlinear computational aeroacoustics code, CharLESX .225

In Section 4, we show our simulation results for a range of exit velocities, invert the in-226

frasound signal for erupted volume, and examine the simulated radiation pattern. In Sec-227

tion 5, we discuss our results in the context of nonlinear propagation, finite source ef-228

fects, jet dynamics, as well as presenting some opportunities for future work. We then229

conclude in Section 6.230
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2 Acoustics231

A common approximation in volcano infrasound studies is to describe the acous-232

tic source as a point monopole in a homogeneous half-space and assume linear wave prop-233

agation (e.g., Vergniolle & Brandeis, 1996; Johnson & Miller, 2014; Yamada et al., 2017;234

De Angelis et al., 2019). For a monopole point source radiating in a 3D whole space, the235

pressure perturbation is given by (Lighthill, 1952)236

∆p(R, t) =
ρ0

4πR
V̈ (t−R/c0), (1)

where ∆p is the pressure perturbation, V is the volume and ρ0 is the density of displaced237

atmospheric air, R is the distance from the source to receiver, c0 is the background speed238

of sound, and t is time. In many volcano infrasound studies the volume of displaced at-239

mospheric air, V , is assumed to be equal to the volume of erupted material (e.g., Fee et240

al., 2017).241
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Figure 1. (a) Map-view schematic of a point source in 3D. The source is denoted by the circle

and the receiver by the triangle while the arrow indicates the propagation of acoustic waves. X

and Z are the two horizontal dimensions. (b) Schematic of a line source in 3D, which is invariant

in the Z direction. Dashed line indicates the location of the 2D slice through the 3D domain. (c)

Normalized rate, which is the source function that excites acoustic waves. In 3D, this is volume

rate, V̇ (m3/s), whereas in 2D this is area rate, Ȧ (m2/s). (d) Analytical infrasound signals at

1000 m (blue), 2000 m (red), and 3000 m (yellow) from the point source (solid) and line source

(dotted) computed using equations 2 and 3, respectively, and the rate shown in (c). (e) Peak

pressure as a function of distance for point (circle) and line (triangle) sources. Black lines show

1/R (solid) and 1/
√
R (dotted) decay. The infrasound signals are normalized by the peak ampli-

tude at 1000 m.
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In order to take into account the bounding effect of Earth’s surface, equation 1 can242

be modified for radiation into a half space (Johnson et al., 2012; Johnson & Miller, 2014;243

Yamada et al., 2017; Watson et al., 2019):244

∆p(R, t) =
ρ0

2πR
V̈ (t−R/c0), (2)

where the radiation angle is reduced from 4π to 2π. Equations 1 and 2 have an isotropic245

radiation pattern (same in all directions). Example infrasound signals generated by a246

monopole point source with a Gaussian volume rate in a half space are shown in Fig-247

ure 1.248

In this study, we perform computational aeroacoustic simulations in 2D Cartesian249

coordinates for computational efficiency. Our 2D model assumes invariance in one hor-250

izontal coordinate direction, which changes the monopole point source to a line source251

oriented normal to the propagation plane. In order to compare between our computa-252

tional simulations and analytical models, we consider the monopole line source solution253

(analogous to the 3D monopole point source solution of equation 2):254

∆p(R, t) =
ρ0

2π

∫ t−R/c0

0

Ä(τ)√
(t− τ)2 −R2/c20

dτ, (3)

where A is the area of displaced atmospheric air.255

Acoustic waves excited by a line source behave differently to those excited by a point256

source (Lighthill, 1952; Lacanna & Ripepe, 2013; De Groot-Hedlin, 2016). For a point257

source, acoustic waves propagate directly from the source to receiver (Figure 1a). For258

a line source, acoustic waves from different places along the line source have different source-259

receiver distances and hence arrive at different times (Figure 1b). Waves originating from260

further away along the line source arrive later and, due to the interference of waves from261

different source locations, the signal observed at the receiver is characterized by a lower262

amplitude rarefaction with longer duration (Figure 1d). For a point source, the ampli-263

tude decays as 1/R whereas for a line source the amplitude decays as 1/
√
R (Figure 1e).264
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3 Computational Aeroacoustics and CharLESX
265

In this section we describe the computational aeroacoustics code, CharLESX , that266

we use to perform our nonlinear simulations. CharLESX is an aeroacoustics code that267

can simulate both fluid flow and acoustic waves, where the acoustic waves are generated268

naturally in the simulations by the compressible fluid dynamics. This differs from pre-269

vious nonlinear infrasound studies by De Groot-Hedlin (2012), Anderson (2018), and Maher270

et al. (2020) that used acoustic solvers with acoustic waves excited by a zone of initial271

high pressure or density (an equivalent acoustic source) and did not directly model the272

complex fluid dynamics in the source region. Gravity is neglected due to our focus on273

jet dynamics rather than the plume.274

CharLESX is an unstructured mesh, finite-volume, LES code that is widely used275

in studies of jet noise and other aeroacoustics applications (Khalighi et al., 2011; Nichols276

et al., 2012; Hickey & Ihme, 2014; Brès et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2018; Chung et al., 2019;277

Jaravel et al., 2019; Lyrintzis & Coderoni, 2019; Ma et al., 2019). The code solves the278

filtered compressible Navier-Stokes equations in fully conservative form:279

∂tρ̄+∇ · (ρ̄ũ) = 0, (4a)

∂t (ρ̄ũ) +∇ · (ρ̄ũũ) = −∇p̄+∇ · τ̄ν+t, (4b)

∂t (ρ̄ẽt) +∇ · (ρ̄ũẽt) = −∇ · (p̄ũ) +∇ · (τ̄ν+t · ũ)−∇ · q̄ν+t, (4c)

where tilde and over-bar notations denote Favre and Reynolds filtering, respectively, which280

arise in the formal derivation of the LES equations for compressible flows (see Garnier281

et al. (2009) for details). Here, ρ is the density, u is the velocity vector, p is the pres-282

sure, τν+t = (µν+µt)
(
∇ũ+ (∇ũ)T − 2

3 (∇ · ũ)I
)

is the viscous stress tensor, I is the283

identity matrix, et = es + 1
2 ũ · ũ is the specific total energy, qν+t = −(λν + λt)∇T is284

the heat flux vector, and T is the temperature. Subscripts ν and t denote viscous and285

turbulent contributions, respectively. Sensible specific energy es, as well as molecular dy-286

namic viscosity µν and thermal conductivity λν are obtained using the Cantera library287

(Goodwin et al., 2018) for thermodynamic, chemical kinetic, and transport processes al-288

though in this work we neglect any reactive chemistry effects.289

Equations 4 are time-advanced using a third-order explicit Runge-Kutta time-stepping290

scheme (Hickey & Ihme, 2014; Ma et al., 2018). Spatial discretization is performed us-291

ing a hybrid spatial differencing approach that switches between a low-dissipation cen-292

tered (fourth-order accurate on uniform meshes) and a lower-order (either first-order or293

second-order essentially non-oscillatory, or ENO) scheme (Khalighi et al., 2011; Hickey294

& Ihme, 2014). The lower-order schemes are activated only in regions of high local den-295

sity variation (e.g., shocks) using a threshold-based sensor (Hickey & Ihme, 2014). Bound-296

ary conditions are enforced using a penalty method in terms of characteristic variables297

(Poinsot & Lelef, 1992). When solving the Navier-Stokes equations, it is critical to ac-298

count for the effects of the unresolved turbulence on the resolved flow using a sub-grid299

model (Khalighi et al., 2011). Sub-grid stresses are modeled using the Vreman (2004)300

eddy-viscosity model and a constant turbulent Prandtl number of 0.5.301

The maximum resolvable frequency is controlled by the time step, ∆t, and the spa-302

tial resolution, ∆x, which are linked through the Courant Friedrichs Lewy (CFL) cri-303

terion of CFL=1 (Courant et al., 1967). Given the fourth-order central spatial scheme304

and the third-order Runge-Kutta time-stepping scheme, the maximum resolvable frequency305

is given by (Tam & Webb, 1993)306

fmax ≈
0.4c

2∆x
, (5)

and the minimum resolvable frequency is given by307

fmin ≈
0.4c

2L
, (6)

where L is the spatial extent of the domain and c is the sound speed.308
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As previously mentioned, CharLESX is a LES code, which means that length scales309

smaller than the grid resolution are modeled using a sub-grid model (Vreman, 2004). An310

alternative to LES is Direct-Numerical Simulation (DNS), which requires that the grid311

resolution is sufficient to capture length scales down to the Kolmogorov scale. The Kol-312

mogorov length scale, η, in the vicinity of the vent can be estimated by (Pope, 2001)313

η ≈ DRe−3/4, (7)

where D is the diameter of the vent and Re is the Reynolds number, which is given by314

Re =
ρUD

µ
, (8)

where U is the exit velocity and µ is the dynamic viscosity of air (approximately 1×10−5 Pa315

s).316

In this study, we consider a vent diameter of 60 m and exit velocities up to 588 m/s.317

The vent Reynolds number is therefore Re ≈ 1×109 and the Kolmogorov length scale318

is η ≈ 1×10−5 m. Attempting to resolve these length scales even for just one vent di-319

ameter downstream would yield a 2D mesh size on the order of 1×1012 elements with320

a time step of ∆t ≈ 1 × 10−7 s, which is prohibitively computationally expensive. In321

addition, the high resolution provided by DNS is superfluous for volcano acoustic pur-322

poses. For the simulations considered here, the acoustic disturbances generated by the323

smallest eddies have a frequency of fη = Re1/2U/L ≈ 1 × 106 Hz and are attenuated324

due to viscosity on a length scale of approximately 1 m. Hence, there is no need to re-325

solve down to these short length scales (high frequencies).326

LES combined with a low-dissipation numerical scheme allows the fluid dynami-327

cal effects of the smallest scales to be modeled via a sub-grid scale model while preserv-328

ing the large scale motion, so long as the length scales of interest are significantly greater329

(frequencies of interest are significantly lower) than those generated by the smallest fluid330

length scales, as is the case for volcano acoustics. Therefore, LES is a practical and com-331

putationally tractable alternative to DNS and provides the resolution required by the332

volcano acoustics community.333

CharLESX can handle multiple, interacting fluids, which may be important to con-334

sider because the eruptive fluid generally has a different composition than the surround-335

ing atmosphere. In this work, however, the erupted fluid has the same composition as336

the atmosphere, which allows us to focus on the influence of exit velocity. CharLESX337

can also handle particle-laden flows (Mohaddes et al., 2021), with particles obeying their338

own Lagrangian equations of motion and having velocities that might differ from that339

of the gas. While this more rigorous treatment of ash particles has been shown to have340

important effects in conduit flow and jets (Dufek & Bergantz, 2007; Dufek et al., 2012;341

Matoza et al., 2013; Benage et al., 2016; Cerminara et al., 2016), we defer these effects342

for future work.343
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4 Results344

Here, we perform 2D computational aeroacoustic simulations of idealized pure-air345

impulsive volcanic eruptions using CharLESX . We focus on short-duration strombolian346

and vulcanian eruption styles because they occur frequently and there is a wealth of avail-347

able data that can be used to inform and validate modeling efforts (e.g., Matoza et al.,348

2014). These smaller eruptions are computationally simpler and more tractable to sim-349

ulate yet exhibit many of the complex processes influencing infrasound generation and350

propagation (e.g., entrainment, shocks), with findings transferable to more hazardous351

sub-plinian/plinian eruptions. Our simulation results are compared with the compact352

monopole model and finite-difference linear acoustics simulations (hereafter referred to353

as linear simulations; Almquist & Dunham, 2020) to investigate and quantify deviations354

from linear acoustics and finite source effects.355

4.1 Simulation Setup356

The 2D computational domain is shown in Figure 2 and is invariant in the hori-357

zontal z direction (i.e., we simulate an infinite planar jet). The domain is discretized into358

rectangular elements with 2 m resolution at the vent and stretched horizontally to 10 m359

at the boundaries. The maximum resolvable frequency is 35 Hz near the vent and 7 Hz360

at the boundaries (equation 5) while the minimum resolvable frequency is 0.2 Hz (equa-361

tion 6). The domain is initialized with stationary air with a composition of 23% oxygen362

and 77% nitrogen, which defines the specific gas constant and specific heat (Goodwin363

et al., 2018). The pressure is 101,325 Pa and the temperature is 300 K, which gives a364

speed of sound of 347 m/s.365

The computational domain is bounded at the bottom by Earth’s surface with a 60 m366

diameter vent in the center and by outflow boundaries on the other three sides. At the367

outflow boundaries, a constant pressure condition is applied (pout = 101, 325 Pa). This368

simple boundary condition causes small reflections when acoustic waves interact with369

the boundary. However, the boundaries are sufficiently far away that the simulations fin-370

ish before the small reflections interact with the area of interest. Earth’s surface is mod-371

erupted
material

acoustic
waves

outflow
boundaries

vent
60 m

4000 m

20
00

 m

Earth’s surface Earth’s surface

Vent Boundary Conditions:

Figure 2. Schematic of two-dimensional computational domain. The bottom of the domain

is divided into Earth’s surface and the vent (red) where material is erupted. The four boundary

conditions applied at the vent are shown below the schematic.
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Figure 3. (a) Time series of vertical velocity at the center of the vent. (b) Vertical velocity

spatial profile across the vent at (blue) t = 0.8 s, (red) t = 1.1 s, and (yellow) t = 1.5 s. The

vertical lines in (a) correspond to the times of the velocity profiles shown in (b).

eled as an adiabatic wall boundary. At the vent, the two components of velocity, pres-372

sure, and temperature are specified. The horizontal velocity, u, is set equal to zero while373

the pressure and temperature are prescribed to be the same as the atmospheric condi-374

tions (101,325 Pa and 300 K, respectively). The vertical velocity, v, is prescribed as a375

X (m)

Y 
(m

)

X (m) X (m)

Y 
(m

)

Pa
Pa

m
/s

m
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m
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m
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(d) t = 2 s (e) t = 2 s (f) t = 2 s

(a) t = 1 s (b) t = 1 s (c) t = 1 s
Pressure Perturbation Horizontal Velocity Vertical Velocity

Pressure Perturbation Horizontal Velocity Vertical Velocity

ring
vortex

expansion of jet

Figure 4. Snapshots of (a and d) pressure perturbation, (b and e) horizontal velocity, and (c

and f) vertical velocity at (top) 1 s and (bottom) 2 s. The maximum exit velocity is 330 m/s and

the vent location is indicated by the thick black line at the base of the plots. Velocity vectors are

annotated on the horizontal and vertical velocity plots and show the development of vortex rings

(Shariff & Leonard, 1992) on either side of the vent, as annotated in (f).
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Gaussian pulse:376

v(t) = α exp

(−(t− µ)2

2σ2

)
, (9)

where α is the maximum amplitude, µ controls the center of the pulse and σ determines377

the width. In this study we use µ = 1 s, and σ = 0.25 s (an example vertical velocity378

time series is shown in Figure 3a). The vertical velocity varies spatially across the vent379

with a flat maximum in the center and tapering to zero at the edges of the vent, based380

on the experimental work of Swanson et al. (2018) (example vertical velocity spatial pro-381

files are shown in Figure 3b). The value of σ is chosen to approximate the volumetric382

flow rates observed at Sakurajima Volcano by Fee et al. (2017).383

For the Navier-Stokes equations, unlike the Euler equations, there is no difference384

in the number of boundary conditions specified for subsonic and supersonic inflows (Nordström385

& Svärd, 2005; Svärd et al., 2007). The boundary conditions are weakly enforced and386

therefore there can be some differences between the prescribed boundary condition and387

the simulation value. Time series of vertical velocity at the vent can have lower ampli-388

tude and more extended decay that the prescribed Gaussian function and the pressure389

at the vent can deviate from atmospheric pressure. We define vmax as the maximum value390

of vertical velocity at the vent and note that due to the weak enforcement of the bound-391

ary conditions vmax < α. Due to the very small viscosity values, the no-slip condition392

on Earth’s surface is effectively not enforced, as would be appropriate in the limit of the393

inviscid Euler equations.394

4.2 Simulation Results395

In this section, we present a detailed analysis of a single simulation for vmax = 330 m/s396

(M = 0.95). The vertical velocity at the center of the vent (x = 0) is shown in Fig-397

ure 3a and several snapshots of the velocity profile across the vent are shown in Figure 3b.398
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Figure 5. Vertical profiles of (a) pressure perturbation, (b) vertical velocity, and (c) speed of

sound for a line of receivers above the vent (x = 0 m). Profiles are shown for three times: (blue)

t = 2 s, (red) t = 2.5 s, and (yellow) t = 3 s.
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Figure 6. Horizontal profiles of (a) pressure perturbation, (b) horizontal velocity, and (c)

speed of sound for a line of receivers along the base of the domain (y = 0 m). Profiles are shown

for three times; (blue) t = 2 s, (red) t = 2.5 s, and (yellow) t = 3 s. The vent location is indicated

by the black line at the base of the plots.

Snapshots of the pressure perturbation, horizontal and vertical velocity near the vent are399

shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows vertical profiles above the vent of pressure perturba-400

tion, vertical velocity, and speed of sound. Figure 6 shows horizontal profiles along the401

base of the domain of pressure perturbation, horizontal velocity, and speed of sound.402

During the eruption, fluid is erupted out of the vent. This pushes on the atmosphere403

and generates an initial compressional pulse of pressure that propagates radially outwards404

from the vent. This is part of the acoustic pulse that is routinely observed in infrasound405

studies. As the pulse propagates further from the vent, a rarefaction tail, which is a well-406

known feature of 2D acoustics, develops (Figures 5a and 6a). The rarefaction is not clearly407

visible in the early time snapshots shown in Figure 4 because the acoustic pulse has not408

sufficiently separated from the fluid dynamics near the vent. In addition to the pressure409

pulse, the acoustic wave also causes particle motions radially away from the vent.410

A jet of erupted material develops behind the acoustic wave as the eruption con-411

tinues (Figure 4). The jet exhibits complex fluid dynamics and, for the pressure balanced412

vent conditions considered here, has a negative pressure perturbation. Directly above413

the vent, fluid rapidly moves vertically upwards. At the top part of the jet, the erupted414

fluid pushes outwards, forcing the atmospheric air into outward motion and causing the415

jet to expand with fluid moving horizontally away from the vent and vertically upwards.416

Outside of the vent, the fluid moves slowly downwards and fluid is recirculated horizon-417

tally back towards the vent at the base of the jet. This causes the formation of vortex418

rings (Shariff & Leonard, 1992) on either side of the vent (Figure 4e and 4f).419

The acoustic waves steepen and the rarefaction tail becomes longer with time as420

the waves propagate farther from the vent (Figures 5a and 6a). Compression of the at-421

mospheric air causes appreciable increases in temperature and consequently the local speed422
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of sound. This causes the high pressure parts of the waveform to propagate faster, caus-423

ing wavefront steepening and elongating the rarefaction tails (Hamilton & Blackstock,424

2008). Anderson (2018) and Maher et al. (2020) have suggested this phenomena as the425

cause of asymmetric waveforms recorded during volcano infrasound studies. For our sim-426

ulations, however, the speed of sound changes shown in Figures 5c and 6c are relatively427

small (∼ 2%) suggesting that this is not the relevant nonlinearity. Instead, we contend428

that the nonlinear behavior is likely due to the nonlinear advection terms in the Navier-429

Stokes equations becoming significant as the fluid velocity approaches the speed of sound.430

More details about this are included in the Discussion section.431

4.3 Exit Velocity432

In this section, we examine the sensitivity of the infrasound signal to the exit ve-433

locity. We first examine the forward problem of calculating the infrasound signal from434

the eruptive rate and compare results of our nonlinear simulations to the linear acous-435

tic monopole source model (equation 3). We then consider the inverse problem of invert-436

ing infrasound observations for the erupted volume rate and compare the inversion re-437

sult with the true solution from our simulations.438
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Figure 7. Comparison of infrasound signals from simulations (solid) and compact monopole

model (dotted; equation 3) for eruption sources with three different exit velocities: (a) vmax =76

m/s (M = 0.22), (b) vmax =330 m/s (M = 0.95), and (c) vmax =588 m/s (M = 1.69). (i) Vertical

velocity at center of vent. Numbers indicate the total erupted area. (ii) Infrasound time series

recorded by probes at the base of the domain at three different distances from the center of the

vent: (blue) 500 m, (red) 1000 m, and (yellow) 1500 m. (iii) Maximum pressure perturbation

from the infrasound time series plotted as a function of distance for the simulations (circles) and

the monopole model (triangles). The lines indicate the 1/
√
r decay of amplitude expected for

linear propagation. The solid line is fitted to the peak amplitude of the nonlinear simulations at

1500 m distance from the vent while the dotted line is fitted to the peak amplitude of the linear

acoustics model at 1500 m from the vent.
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4.3.1 Forward Problem439

We perform simulations for a range of exit velocities between vmax = 76 m/s and440

vmax = 588 m/s and examine the infrasound signal recorded by probes along the Earth’s441

surface. The simulations are compared with the compact monopole model (equation 3)442

where the area of the displaced atmospheric air is assumed to be equal to the area of erupted443

material (i.e., no entrainment).444

A subset of the simulation results are shown in Figure 7. For low exit velocities (vmax =76 m/s;445

Figure 7a), the simulations and monopole model are in good agreement with similar ar-446

rival times, waveform shape, and peak amplitudes. The simulated infrasound signal de-447

cays in amplitude as 1/
√
r, as expected from linear wave propagation theory, and the448

waveform does not change with distance from the vent. However, for high exit veloci-449

ties (vmax >330 m/s; Figure 7b,c), the simulations diverge from the monopole model.450

The simulations have lower amplitude, faster onset, and slower amplitude decay than the451

monopole model. The simulated infrasound signals arrive sooner than for the monopole452

model, which suggests that advection may be important (advection is where the acous-453

tic wave propagates at speed of sound plus the fluid velocity in the propagation direc-454

tion). In addition, the waveform changes with distance from the vent (waveform evolu-455

tion with distance could be used to discriminate between nonlinear propagation versus456

source effects). Maher et al. (2020) performed nonlinear acoustic simulations and showed457

that wavefront steepening can cause an upward spectral energy transfer of up to 1% of458

the source level, hence some of the reduction of peak amplitude may be due to the fi-459

nite frequency range of our simulations. However, as we resolve frequencies up to 35 Hz460

at the vent and 7 Hz at the boundaries, we expect this effect to be minimal. Figure 8b461

shows the normalized spectral amplitude for a subset of simulations. The majority of462

energy is concentrated below 1 Hz with the higher exit velocity simulations having more463

energy at higher frequencies (≈ 2 − 8 Hz), as predicted by Maher et al. (2020). The464

waveforms lack power above 10 Hz, and therefore are more than adequately resolved by465

our simulations.466

Figure 8c and 8d show the peak pressure and maximum rate of change of pressure467

(Gee et al., 2007) as a function of exit velocity for the simulations and monopole model.468

This figure shows that the two solutions are in good agreement for low exit velocities but469

diverge as the exit velocity approaches and exceeds the speed of sound.470

The simulation results presented here suggest that the compact monopole model,471

which assumes linear wave propagation, is an appropriate description for eruptions with472

low exit velocities. For high exit velocities, however, the monopole model is inappropri-473

ate and will result in an overestimation of the peak amplitude of the infrasound signal.474

We examine the sensitivity of the radiation pattern to exit velocity in Section 4.4 and475

discuss reasons for the differences between the simulations and monopole model in Sec-476

tion 5.477

4.3.2 Inverse Problem478

After examining the forward problem of calculating the infrasound signal for a given479

exit velocity, we now consider the inverse problem of estimating the erupted area from480

a given infrasound signal. We first simulate the infrasound signal for a range of exit ve-481

locities. We then invert the simulated infrasound signal at a single station on Earth’s482

surface at 1000 m from the vent for the area rate, assuming a compact monopole source483

and linear wave propagation (equation 3). We assume that the area of displaced air is484

equal to the erupted area (i.e., no entrainment). The inverted area rate is compared with485

the true area rate, which is prescribed in the computational simulations. The goal of this486

section is to quantify how neglecting finite source effects and nonlinearities can bias es-487

timates of the erupted volume (erupted area for our 2D simulations). Maher et al. (2019)488

performed a similar study using a nonlinear acoustic code and argued that waveform dis-489
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Figure 8. Normalized infrasound signal in the (a) time and (b) frequency domain for

three different exit velocities; (blue) vmax = 76 m/s, (red) vmax = 330 m/s, and (yellow)

vmax = 588 m/s. As the exit velocity increases, the (a) wavefronts become steeper and (b)

energy is transferred to higher frequencies. (c) Peak pressure and (d) maximum rate of change of

pressure, dp/dt (e.g., Gee et al., 2007), of the infrasound signals from simulations (blue, circles)

and the monopole model (red, triangles) as a function of maximum exit velocity. The simulations

and the monopole model are in agreement for low exit velocities. However, when the exit velocity

increases, the two solutions diverge with the simulations having a lower peak pressure and higher

dp/dt. Infrasound signals are recorded along Earth’s surface at 1000 m from the vent.

tortions from nonlinear effects do not significantly affect volume estimates made with490

the linear assumption. In this work, we build upon this previous study and use the non-491

linear aeroacoustics code CharLESX , which accounts for jet dynamics and nonlinear ef-492

fects in near-vent as well as nonlinear propagation, and consider a wider range of erup-493

tion amplitudes.494

Equation 3 shows that the pressure perturbation in linear acoustics can be expressed495

as a convolution between the second time derivative of the area of displaced atmosphere,496

Ä, and a transfer function that describes the propagation, G:497

∆p(r, t) = Ä(t) ∗G(r, t), (10)

where ∗ denotes the time-domain convolution. The convolution operation in the time498

domain corresponds to multiplication in the frequency domain:499

∆p̂(r, ω) = ˆ̈A(ω)Ĝ(r, ω), (11)

where ω is the angular frequency andˆdenotes the Fourier transformed variable. The in-500

version problem can then be formulated as a time-domain deconvolution, which simpli-501

fies to division in the frequency domain:502

ˆ̈A(ω) = ∆p̂(r, ω) / Ĝ(r, ω). (12)
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Figure 9. Comparison of true and inverted cumulative area and area rate as well as infra-

sound signal for three different maximum exit velocities; (a) vmax =76 m/s, (b) vmax =330 m/s,

and (c) vmax =588 m/s. (i) Cumulative area showing true (black, solid) and inverted (colored,

dotted). (ii) Area rate showing true (black, solid) and inverted (colored, dotted). The true area

rate is obtained from the simulations and integrated to obtain the true cumulative area. In-

verted area rate and cumulative values are calculated by inverting the simulated infrasound

signal (black, solid) at a receiver 1000 m from the vent on Earth’s surface (iii) assuming compact

monopole model (equation 3) and integrating once or twice, respectively. (iii) Comparison of

infrasound signals from simulations (black, solid) and from monopole model (colored, dashed) at

1000 m from the vent. The infrasound signal for the monopole model is calculated from the true

area rate shown in (ii).

We then transform ˆ̈A(ω) back to the time domain and integrate twice in time to503

obtain the area of the displaced atmospheric air, which we assume to be equal to the erupted504

area.505

Figure 9 shows the erupted area rate and associated infrasound signal for three exit506

velocities. For low exit velocities (vmax =76 m/s; Figure 9a) the inverted area rate is507

in good agreement with the true value. This is expected because the simulated and monopole508

infrasound signals are in good agreement. However, for high exit velocities (vmax >330 m/s;509

Figure 9b and 9c), the inverted area rate diverges from the true value. The inverted area510

rate has a faster rise to a lower peak value and more gradual decay to a negative value511

of area rate. We note that future work could utilize a more sophisticated inversion scheme512

where the area rate is constrained to be non-negative and multiple stations are used.513

The area rate can be integrated to obtain the total erupted area (Figure 9-i). For514

the higher exit velocities, the extended rarefaction leads to a decrease in the cumulative515

area. Figure 10 compares the true erupted area with the inverted erupted area at 5 s.516

For low exit velocities (vmax < 100 m/s), the true and inverted areas are in good agree-517

ment. For high exit velocities, however, the inverted area underpredicts the true value.518

For an exit velocity of 330 m/s, the inversion procedure underpredicts the erupted area519
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by 30%. The error increases with increasing exit velocity and for an exit velocity of 588 m/s520

the inversion underpredicts the erupted area by 37%.521

The results presented in this section show that interpreting volcano infrasound ob-522

servations with a compact monopole model, which assumes linear wave propagation, can523

result in substantial underestimation of the erupted rate and cumulative area, especially524

when the exit velocity approaches or exceeds the speed of sound. In Section 5 we explore525

possible reasons for the discrepancy between our simulations and the monopole model.526

We consider nonlinear effects during propagation (temperature dependence of sound speed527

and advection), entrainment and complex fluid flow in the source region, and finite source528

effects. We note that we have so far only considered receivers along Earth’s surface. In529

the next subsection we explore the infrasound radiation pattern and its dependence on530

exit velocity.
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Figure 10. Total erupted area as a function of maximum exit velocity at t = 5 s show-

ing (blue, circles) true and (red, triangles) inverted erupted area. The inverted erupted area is

calculated by inverting the nonlinear infrasound signals recorded at 1000 m from the vent us-

ing equation 3, which assumes linear wave propagation. The inverted area agrees with the true

erupted area for low exit velocities, however, for sonic and supersonic exit velocities the inverted

erupted area substantially underpredicts the true erupted area.

531

4.4 Radiation Pattern532

The compact monopole model has an isotropic radiation pattern where acoustic533

energy is radiated equally in all directions. In this section, we examine the radiation pat-534

tern of our simulations and compare to the monopole model. As before, we consider three535

different maximum exit velocities in order to investigate the dependence of the radia-536

tion pattern on exit velocity. We examine the infrasound signal at 10 probes that are537

located between 0◦ and 90◦ from the jet axis at 10◦ intervals. The probes are all 1000 m538

radially from the center of the vent in order to measure the acoustic radiation that would539

be observed by infrasound sensors in the field rather than the fluid flow close to the vent,540

which from Figure 4 we see is confined to within ∼ 200 m around the vent for the erup-541

tions considered in this work.542

For each simulation, we compute the sound pressure level and the peak pressure543

at each probe. The sound pressure level, measured in decibels, is commonly used in vol-544
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cano infrasound and jet noise studies to describe acoustic signals (Matoza et al., 2007;545

Gee et al., 2008; Maher et al., 2020) and is defined as546

SPL = 20log10

(
prms

pref

)
, (13)

where prms is the root mean square pressure and pref is the reference pressure of 20 µPa.547

Figure 11 shows the change in sound pressure level and peak pressure as a func-548

tion of angle from the jet axis in decibels and percentage, respectively. For vmax = 76 m/s,549

the radiation pattern is relatively isotropic. The sound pressure level above the vent is550

only 0.29 dB greater than the value measured by a probe on the Earth’s surface, which551

corresponds to a 7% increase in intensity. Similarly, the peak pressure perturbation above552

the vent is 6.6% larger than on Earth’s surface. For high exit velocities, the radiation553

pattern becomes more strongly anisotropic. For vmax = 330 m/s, the sound pressure554

level is 1.9 dB greater, corresponding to an intensity increase of 53%, when measured555

above the vent compared to on Earth’s surface. For vmax = 588 m/s, the sound pres-556

sure level is 3.1 dB greater, corresponding to an intensity increase of 104%, when mea-557

sured above the vent. Similarly, for maximum exit velocities of vmax = 330 m/s and558

vmax = 588 m/s, the peak pressure measured above the vent is 50% and 100% higher,559

respectively, compared to on Earth’s surface. Anisotropic radiation patterns have been560

previously observed in the field (e.g., Jolly et al., 2017; Iezzi et al., 2019).561

There are several possible reasons for the anisotropic radiation pattern. First, the562

compact monopole model (equation 3) is only appropriate if ka � 1. For a compact563

source, the source dimension is small compared to the acoustic wavelength so that waves564

originating anywhere within the compact source region arrive at the receiver at effectively565

the same time. The radiation for a compact monopole source is isotropic (equation 3 only566

depends on the source-receiver distance and not the receiver position). If the source di-567

mension is large compared to the acoustic wavelength (ka ≈ 1), then waves originat-568

ing from different locations in the source region will arrive at the receiver at different times.569

This can result in an anisotropic radiation pattern, such as for a baffled piston (Buckingham570

& Garcés, 1996; Garcés, 2000; Watson et al., 2019) where the pressure depends on the571

angle from the vertical axis as well as the source-receiver distance. For the simulations572

considered here and the frequencies of interest, ka ≈ 0.3 and therefore finite source ef-573

fects may be significant. Second, material is erupted vertically upwards out of the vent574
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Figure 11. (a) Schematic showing probe location (R = 1000 m) and angle from the jet axis,

θ. (b) Change in sound pressure level as a function of θ. (c) Percent change in peak pressure as a

function of θ. (b) and (c) show the radiation pattern from the nonlinear simulation for three exit

velocities; (blue, circles) vmax = 76 m/s, (red, diamonds) vmax = 330 m/s, and (yellow, triangles)

vmax = 588 m/s. The black solid line shows the linear simulation while the black dotted line

shows the monopole solution.
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and is relatively confined between thin shear layers on either side of the vent. This lim-575

its the horizontal expansion of the eruptive fluid and subsequent horizontal displacement576

of the atmospheric air. In contrast, the eruptive fluid expands rapidly in the vertical di-577

rection and hence atmospheric air may be preferentially displaced in the vertical direc-578

tion. Third, the development of vortex rings causes atmospheric air to be pulled towards579

the vent at the base of the jet. The latter two possible reasons can be grouped together580

and referred to as jet dynamics.581

It is challenging to distinguish between finite source effects and jet dynamics be-582

cause both of these effects are included in our simulations but not in the compact monopole583

model. In order to disentangle these two effects, we perform linear acoustic simulations584

with the same geometry and boundary conditions as shown in Figure 2 using a finite-585

difference code (Almquist & Dunham, 2020), which we will refer to as the linear simu-586

lations. The linear simulations account for finite source effects but do not include the587

jet dynamics and hence allow these two effects to be distinguished.588

The linear simulation results are shown in Figure 11. For the linear simulations the589

radiation pattern is slightly anisotropic and independent of exit velocity. The sound pres-590

sure level recorded above the vent is 0.24 dB greater than on Earth’s surface while the591

peak pressure is 4.5% greater, which is similar to the values for the vmax = 76 m/s sim-592

ulation. This suggests that this small degree of anisotropy is due to finite source effects.593

For the higher exit velocities, however, the anisotropy is much more pronounced and can-594

not be explained by finite source effects. Instead, it is likely due to jet dynamics, as we595

discuss further in Section 5.596
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5 Discussion597

In this section, we explore possible reasons why the nonlinear computational sim-598

ulations have different waveforms and radiation pattern to the monopole model. We dis-599

cuss nonlinear propagation, finite source effects, and jet dynamics.600

5.1 Nonlinear Propagation Effects601

For sonic and supersonic exit velocities, the simulated waveforms have steeper on-602

set and more gradual decay than the monopole solution (Figure 7). Previous work has603

argued that these N-shaped waveforms can be caused by nonlinear propagation effects604

(e.g., Marchetti et al., 2013). Here, we investigate the significance of two nonlinear prop-605

agation effects: the temperature dependence of the speed of sound and advection of acous-606

tic waves.607

The speed of sound is given by608

c =
√
γQT , (14)

where γ is the ratio of heat capacities, Q is the specific gas constant, and T is the tem-609

perature. Large amplitude pressure waves can compress the atmospheric air, causing adi-610

abatic heating and hence increase the local sound speed. The high temperature parts611

of the waveform travel faster than the low temperature parts, which results in initially612

smooth waveforms steepening and forming shockwaves as energy is transferred to higher613

frequencies (Hamilton & Blackstock, 2008). The dependence of the local sound speed614

on temperature is a feature of nonlinear acoustics and is in contrast with linear acous-615

tics where the speed of sound is assumed to be constant. We refer to this as the tem-616

perature nonlinearity. Anderson (2018) and Maher et al. (2020) invoked the tempera-617

ture nonlinearity to investigate the asymmetric waveforms (waveforms with a steeper on-618

set and more gradual decay than expected by linear theory) observed in their simula-619

tions.620

Another important nonlinear effect is advection, where waves propagate at the ef-621

fective sound speed of ceff = v · n̂+ c where v is the fluid velocity vector and n̂ is the622

normal vector in the direction of wave propagation. This is in contrast with linear acous-623

tics where waves propagate at the background sound speed, c0, which is independent of624

fluid velocity. We refer to this as the advection nonlinearity. The background velocity625

is zero in our simulations (i.e., there is no background wind). Therefore, the velocity that626

enters in the advection terms is the particle velocity induced by the source and carried627

by the wave.628

We calculate the contributions of these two nonlinear propagation effects to the ef-629

fective sound speed. The contribution of the temperature and advection nonlinearities630

are calculated as percentage changes from the background sound speed and are respec-631

tively given by:632

temperature =
c− c0
c0

× 100, (15)

advection =
v · n̂
c0

× 100. (16)

Figure 12 shows a comparison of the two nonlinear effects. Figure 12a-c show the633

relative contribution of the temperature and advection nonlinearities to the effective sound634

speed as a function of time for three receiver locations along Earth’s surface for erup-635

tion simulations with (a) vmax = 76 m/s, (b) vmax = 330 m/s, and (c) vmax = 588 m/s.636

For both nonlinearities, the amplitude increases with increasing exit velocity. The tem-637

perature nonlinearity only causes a small change in the effective sound speed (< 2%).638

This effect is relatively minor and unlikely to explain the wavefront steepening and shock639
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Figure 12. Comparison of advection (dotted, eq. 16) and temperature (solid, eq. 15) nonlin-

earities for three different maximum exit velocities; (a, d) vmax =76 m/s, (b, e) vmax =330 m/s,

and (c, f) vmax =588 m/s. (a, b, and c) Change in effective sound speed as a function of time

for three receiver positions along Earth’s surface; (blue) 500 m, (red) 1000 m, and (yellow) 1500

m. (d, e, and f) Maximum change in effective sound speed as a function of distance for receivers

along Earth’s surface. Solid black lines show 1/R0.5 scaling while dotted black lines show (e)

1/R0.45 and (f) 1/R0.35 scaling.

formation as proposed by Anderson (2018) and Maher et al. (2020). The change in ef-640

fective sound speed caused by the advection nonlinearity is approximately 5 times larger641

than that caused by the temperature nonlinearity. This shows that the advection is the642

dominant nonlinearity.643

Figure 12d-f show the maximum change in effective sound speed, max(ceff), caused644

by the two nonlinearities as a function of distance (from 100 m to 1500 m for the sim-645

ulation results) for the same three eruption simulations. For all distances considered, the646

advection nonlinearity dominates. The two nonlinearities have similar trends with dis-647

tance, suggesting that the advection nonlinearity will dominate at all distances.648

We note that our simulations are in 2D and that geometrical spreading is differ-649

ent in 2D and 3D, with particle velocity decaying as 1/
√
R in 2D and 1/R in 3D. The650

temperature perturbation, like the pressure perturbation, decays in the same way as the651

particle velocity perturbation for linear acoustics. We can use the linear acoustic scal-652

ing to anticipate the distance dependence of the advection and temperature nonlinear-653

ities. The advection nonlinearity causes a relative change in effective sound speed that654

is of the order v/c0, and hence proportional to 1/
√
R in 2D and 1/R in 3D. The tem-655
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perature nonlinearity causes a relative change in effective sound speed that is of the or-656

der ∆T/T0, where ∆T is the temperature perturbation and T0 is the constant background657

temperature. Because v and ∆T experience the same geometrical spreading, then these658

two nonlinearities are anticipated to have the same relative importance in 2D and 3D.659

The scaling analysis suggests a 1
√
R decay for both nonlinearities in our 2D sim-660

ulations. This behavior is observed for low exit velocities (Figure 12d), however, as the661

exit velocity increases the linear scaling analysis breaks down and the two nonlineari-662

ties decay at slower than the anticipated 1
√
R rate (Figure 12e,f).663

We define that when max(ceff) < 1%, then propagation is in the linear regime and664

nonlinear effects can be neglected. For vmax = 76 m/s, max(ceff) is significantly less than665

1% at 10 km distance for both the advection and temperature nonlinearities. For vmax =666

330 m/s and vmax = 588 m/s, max(ceff) from the temperature nonlinearity is less than667

1% at 10 km distance (0.4% and 0.7% based on 1/R0.45 and 1/R0.35 scaling, respectively).668

For the advection nonlinearity, however, max(ceff) is greater than 1% at 10 km distance669

(1.9% and 3.5%, respectively).670

The results presented here show that while the temperature nonlinearity does cause671

a small change in effective sound speed, the advection nonlinearity dominates. While the672

simulations presented here are limited to a distance of 2 km from the vent, scaling anal-673

ysis and extrapolation suggests that the advection nonlinearity can be significant at dis-674

tances of 10 km from the vent for eruptions with high exit velocities (sonic and super-675

sonic). These simulations identify an important nonlinear phenomena that has not been676

previously discussed in the volcano infrasound literature. The nonlinear propagation ef-677

fects discussed here can cause observed infrasound waveforms to differ from the wave-678

forms predicted with a linear acoustics framework, such as the compact monopole model679

as shown in Figure 7. During a volcanic eruption, changes in fluid velocity during the680

passage of acoustic waves can change the speed of sound, which can lead to wavefront681

steepening and shock formation. These simulations show that asymmetric waveforms do682

not necessarily imply large changes in atmospheric temperature and can instead be caused683

by large fluid velocities, particularly caused by eruptions with high exit velocities. Ac-684

counting for these nonlinear effects will provide second-order improvements in accuracy685

of source parameter estimates compared to the commonly used linear acoustics model686

of 1/R geometrical spreading (1/
√
R for our 2D simulations). The changes in effective687

sound speed caused by nonlinear propagation effects, however, are relatively small (<688

10%) and in Section 5.3 we examine nonlinear effects in the source region.689

5.2 Finite Source Effects690

The nonlinear propagation effects discussed above can explain some of the differ-691

ences between the simulated and monopole waveforms (Figure 7). Nonlinear propaga-692

tion effects, however, are unable to explain the anisotropic radiation pattern observed693

in our simulations where the amplitude above the vent is greater than to the side (Fig-694

ure 11). In this section we consider finite source effects as a possible explanation for the695

anisotropic radiation pattern. We compare our nonlinear simulations with linear acous-696

tic simulations, which include finite source effects but do not include jet dynamics. This697

enables us to differentiate between finite source effects and jet dynamics.698

Infrasound waveforms for the nonlinear and linear simulations recorded above the699

vent and on Earth’s surface are shown in Figure 13. For vmax = 76 m/s, the nonlin-700

ear and linear solutions are in reasonable agreement for a receiver on Earth’s surface as701

well as above the vent. This demonstrates that the small amount of anisotropy present702

in the vmax = 76 m/s simulation (peak pressure amplitude is 4.5% larger above the vent703

than on Earth’s surface) can be explained by finite source effects, which are accounted704

for in the linear simulation. Previous work has modeled infrasound radiation from wide705

volcanic craters as a baffled piston (Buckingham & Garcés, 1996; Garcés, 2000; Watson706
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Figure 13. Infrasound waveforms for (blue, solid) nonlinear and (red, dotted) linear simu-

lations for a receiver at (a, b, and c) 1000 m away from the vent on Earth’s surface and (d, e,

and f) 1000 m vertically above the vent. Three eruption simulations with different maximum

exit velocities are shown; (a and d) vmax = 76 m/s, (b and e) vmax = 330 m/s, and (c and f)

vmax = 588 m/s.

et al., 2019) where the pressure perturbation in the frequency domain is given by (Rossing707

& Fletcher, 2004):708

∆p(R,ω, θ) = iω exp(−ikR)
ρ0

2Rπa2

[
2J1(ka sin θ)

ka sin θ

]
V (ω), (17)

where ω is the angular frequency, k = ω/c0 is the wavenumber, a is the radius of the709

piston, θ is the angle from the vertical axis to the receiver, and J1 is a Bessel function710

of order one. The magnitude of anisotropy observed in our simulations for vmax = 76 m/s711

is in general agreement with the baffled piston solution that predicts the amplitude above712

the vent will be 10% larger than the amplitude on Earth’s surface for ka = 0.3, which713

is the approximate value for the simulations.714

The nonlinear and linear simulations diverge as the exit velocity approaches and715

exceeds the speed of sound with the infrasound signals from the nonlinear simulations716

having steeper onset and larger amplitudes. The disagreement between the nonlinear and717

linear simulations is much more pronounced for receivers above the vent than on Earth’s718

surface. For vmax = 330 m/s, the nonlinear simulation has a peak amplitude that is 17%719

larger than the linear simulation for a receiver on Earth’s surface but 83% larger for a720

receiver above the vent. This demonstrates that the large amount of anisotropy present721

in the vmax = 330 m/s and vmax = 588 m/s nonlinear simulations (peak pressure am-722

plitude is 50% and 100% larger above the vent than on Earth’s surface, respectively) can-723

not be explained by finite source effects and must be caused by physics that are not in-724

cluded in the linear simulations. Previous observational studies have detected anisotropic725

infrasound radiation patterns from volcanic eruptions (e.g., Johnson et al., 2008; Jolly726

et al., 2017; Iezzi et al., 2019) and our simulations provide a theoretical basis for these727

observations. In the next section, we discuss jet dynamics as a possible explanation for728

the anisotropy that cannot be explained by finite source effects.729
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5.3 Jet Dynamics730

The fluid dynamics during a volcanic eruption can be extremely complex, partic-731

ularly in the near-vent region where the pressure, temperature, and fluid velocity are at732

their highest values. Here, we investigate near-vent fluid dynamics as a possible expla-733

nation for (1) why the nonlinear simulations have larger amplitudes and steeper onsets734

than predicted by the monopole model for high exit velocities and (2) why the nonlin-735

ear simulations have much larger amplitudes above the vent than predicted by the monopole736

model or linear simulations for high exit velocities.737

In Section 5.1, we considered the importance of the temperature and advection non-738

linearities on the effective wave speed during propagation. We examined receivers at dis-739

tances > 100 m from the vent and concluded that while the advection nonlinearity dom-740

inated both effects were relatively minor during propagation (< 10% change in effec-741

tive sound speed). Figure 14 shows the maximum contribution of the temperature and742

advection nonlinearities in the near-vent region (100 m in the horizontal and 200 m in743

the vertical) and has the same trends as Figure 12 (advection nonlinearity is larger than744

temperature and both effects increase with increased exit velocity). However, the advec-745

tion nonlinearity in the near-vent region is an order of magnitude larger than the advec-746

tion nonlinearity during propagation. Depending on the exit velocity, the advection non-747

linearity in the source region can cause changes in the effective sound speed of up to 170%,748

which can cause wavefront steepening and shock formation. This suggests that nonlin-749

ear effects in the source region near the vent can cause substantial deviations in the wave-750

form shape, amplitude, and arrival time from the predictions of the monopole model, such751

as shown in Figures 7 and 13. This result suggests that nonlinear effects may be more752

prevalent in volcanic eruptions than generally assumed. It is much easier to achieve high753

temperatures and fast fluid velocities close to the vent than far away and hence, as shown754
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Figure 14. Maximum contribution of advection (top, eq. 16) and temperature (bottom,

eq. 15) nonlinearities to the effective speed of sound for eruption simulations with (a, d)

vmax = 76 m/s, (b, e) vmax = 330 m/s, and (c, f) vmax = 588 m/s. Note that the scale-bar is

an order of magnitude larger for the advection nonlinearity than the temperature nonlinearity.
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Figure 15. Fluid flow (black arrows) and pressure perturbation (colors) in the near-vent re-

gion at t = 0.8 s, t = 0.9 s, and t = 1.0 s for three simulations with different maximum exit

velocities.

in the simulations presented here, nonlinear effects are more pronounced near the source755

than during propagation.756

The nonlinear simulations have larger amplitudes above the vent than predicted757

by the monopole model or linear simulations. In Section 5.2 we showed that the small758

degree of anisotropy present for low exit velocities (peak amplitude of 4.5% larger above759

the vent than to the side for vmax = 76 m/s) can be explained by finite source effects760

but the larger degree of anisotropy for the higher exit velocities cannot be (peak ampli-761

tude of 50% and 100% larger above the vent than to the side for vmax = 330 m/s and762

vmax = 588 m/s, respectively). Here we consider near-vent fluid flow as a possible ex-763

planation. Figure 15 shows velocity vectors overlain on the pressure perturbation in the764

near-vent region for three simulations with different maximum exit velocities. The time765

snapshots shown in Figure 15 correspond to the approximate source times for acoustic766

waves recorded at receivers 1000 m from the vent, as shown in Figures 11 and 13.767
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For vmax = 76 m/s, the erupted material expands in all directions and pushes the768

atmosphere outwards. This results in a radiation pattern that is approximately isotropic769

(apart from the small amount of anisotropy that was demonstrated in Section 5.2 to be770

due to finite source effects) and the simulated waveforms are in good agreement with the771

monopole model for both receivers on Earth’s surface and above the vent. The good agree-772

ment between the simulated and monopole waveforms coupled with the similar radia-773

tion pattern suggests that in this instance the erupted volume is equal to the volume of774

displaced atmospheric air, which assumed in our application of the monopole model.775

For vmax = 330 m/s and vmax = 588 m/s, the erupted material preferentially776

expands upwards. Fluid is erupted vertically through the vent. Due to the sharp differ-777

ence in velocity between the erupted fluid and the stationary atmospheric air, a thin shear778

layer is created on either side of the vent. This confines the eruptive fluid and inhibits779

expansion in the horizontal direction. High pressure develops above the vent and low pres-780

sure on either side of the vent near Earth’s surface. The low pressure on either side of781

the vent causes the recirculation of fluid back towards the vent, forming vortex rings on782

either side of the jet. The complex near-vent fluid dynamics shown in Figure 15 results783

in the infrasound signal recorded above the vent having larger amplitude than that recorded784

to the side of the vent on Earth’s surface. The simulation results presented here demon-785

strate the near-vent fluid flow can have a significant impact on the observed infrasound786

signal, especially for eruptions with exit velocities approaching and exceeding the speed787

of sound where the fluid dynamics are more complex. Further work should continue to788

link infrasound observations with the complex fluid dynamics observed during volcanic789

eruptions.790

5.4 Future Work791

In this work, we perform 2D simulations of idealized volcanic eruptions. Our sim-792

ulations contain several important simplifications and here we discuss how these simpli-793

fications may be addressed in future work.794

In our simulations, the erupted material has the same composition and tempera-795

ture as the atmosphere. For real volcanic eruptions, the erupted material can have a dras-796

tically different composition and temperature to the atmosphere as well as contain a sig-797

nificant fraction of solid particles. In particular, a more realistic eruptive fluid would have798

a much greater heat capacity and density but only slightly greater compressibility, due799

to rapid heat transfer from particles to the fluid that can buffer against adiabatic tem-800

perature changes. As the change in compressibility would be relatively small, the way801

that the eruptive fluid displaces and compresses the atmospheric air would likely be sim-802

ilar. The higher density of the erupted material, however, would result in greater iner-803

tia, which may further amplify the upward radiation relative to the side radiation. There-804

fore, the radiation pattern for a more realistic erupted fluid could be even more anisotropic805

than the simulation results presented here. CharLESX also has the capability to per-806

form 3D simulations, incorporate variable fluid compositions, and simulate particle-laden807

flows (Mohaddes et al., 2021). These limitations can be addressed in future work to ex-808

plore the impact of these phenomena on the infrasound signal.809

Extensive work over the past decade has demonstrated impact of topography on810

local infrasound observations through scattering and diffraction (Matoza et al., 2009; Kim811

& Lees, 2011; Lacanna & Ripepe, 2013; Kim & Lees, 2014; Kim et al., 2015; Fee et al.,812

2017; Ishii et al., 2020; Lacanna & Ripepe, 2020; Maher et al., 2021). Meteorological con-813

ditions and near-vent winds can also strongly impact the observed infrasound signal (Fee814

& Garcés, 2007; Johnson et al., 2012). In this work, however, we consider flat topogra-815

phy and an initially stationary atmosphere in order to focus on the impact of the exit816

velocity on the jet dynamics and infrasound signal. Future work could build on these sim-817

ulations by incorporating local topography, winds, and a stratified atmosphere.818
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The results presented here demonstrate that nonlinear effects can cause substan-819

tial changes in the observed infrasound waveforms, and that inverting nonlinear infra-820

sound signals with linear models can result in underprediction of the erupted volume (Fig-821

ure 9). The next step is to investigate how these nonlinear effects can be reliably iden-822

tified in data and be accounted for in processing workflows in order to improve estimates823

of eruptive source parameters.824

Previous modeling work has examined overpressured jets (Ogden, Wohletz, et al.,825

2008; Ogden, Glatzmaier, & Wohletz, 2008; Koyaguchi et al., 2018). In this work, how-826

ever, we focus on pressure-balanced jets, where the exit pressure is equal to atmospheric827

pressure. The jet dynamics in our simulations do not display the complex structures (bar-828

rel shocks, standing shocks, Mach disk) observed in overpressured jets (Ogden, Wohletz,829

et al., 2008; Koyaguchi et al., 2018). As such, this study should be viewed as the sim-830

plest possible case of jet dynamics and the associated infrasound signals. We defer a com-831

prehensive study of the infrasound signals of overpressured jets for future work.832

We focus on short-duration impulsive explosions that are representative of strom-833

bolian and vulcanian eruption styles. Previous work by Matoza et al. (2009) and Matoza834

et al. (2013) has focused on sustained jet noise, which is likely to occur during sub-plinian835

and plinian eruptions with sustained eruption columns, and is highly-directional. Dur-836

ing these eruptions, sound is likely generated by turbulent structures within the jet (Matoza837

et al., 2013; Cerminara et al., 2016) rather than the bulk displacement of atmospheric838

air by the erupted material. There has been extensive work using CharLESX to model839

noise from jet engines (Khalighi et al., 2011; Nichols et al., 2012; Brès et al., 2016) and840

future work could use CharLESX to model sustained volcanic jetting during sub-plinian841

and plinian eruptions.842
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6 Conclusion843

Volcanic eruptions frequently generate infrasound signals, however, the relation-844

ship between infrasound signals and eruption properties is not well understood. Volcanic845

eruptions are frequently approximated as monopole sources that radiate linear acous-846

tic waves equally in all directions. There is growing appreciation that volcanic infrasound847

signals can be influenced by nonlinear propagation and finite source effects, exhibit anisotropic848

radiation patterns, and are sensitive to the complex fluid dynamics near the vent (Matoza849

et al., 2013; Iezzi et al., 2019; Maher et al., 2020). In this study, we perform nonlinear850

computational aeroacoustic simulations of idealized short-duration impulsive volcanic851

eruptions in two-dimensions in order to better understand the relationship between in-852

frasound observations and eruption properties.853

We compare our nonlinear simulation results with the compact monopole source854

model. For low exit velocities (vmax < 100 m/s), infrasound simulations are well de-855

scribed by the monopole model (assuming the source dimension is sufficiently small). As856

the exit velocity approaches and exceeds the speed of sound, however, the monopole model857

breaks down. The nonlinear infrasound observations are characterized by sharper on-858

sets, more gradual decay, and lower peak amplitude than predicted by the monopole model.859

For vmax = 330 m/s, the monopole source model underpredicts the slope measured by860

a receiver on Earth’s surface by 53% and overpredicts the peak amplitude by 10%. In-861

terpreting infrasound observations with the linear acoustics framework of the monopole862

source model can result in substantial underestimation of the erupted volume for erup-863

tions with sonic and supersonic exit velocities (30% lower volume for an eruption with864

vmax = 330 m/s and 37% for vmax = 588 m/s).865

In addition, the simulated infrasound radiation pattern is anisotropic with larger866

amplitudes recorded above the vent than to the side on Earth’s surface. The degree of867

anisotropy scales with exit velocity; the peak pressure recorded at the vent is 4.5% larger868

than on Earth’s surface for vmax = 76 m/s but 100% larger for vmax = 588 m/s. This869

shows that for eruptions with high exit velocities, ground-based infrasound observations870

may substantially underpredict the acoustic power of an eruption. The large degree of871

anisotropy for the high exit velocity eruptions cannot be explained by finite source ef-872

fects. Instead, it is due to complex fluid dynamics in the near-vent region. The forma-873

tion of a shear layer on either side of the vent inhibits horizontal expansion and causes874

the erupted material to preferentially expand upwards, which results in greater pressure875

amplitudes above the vent than to the side.876

Previous work has suggested that the temperature dependence of sound speed could877

causes wave front steepening and shock formation (Marchetti et al., 2013; Anderson, 2018;878

Maher et al., 2020). In our simulations, however, the effect of temperature nonlinear-879

ity effect is relatively minor. Instead, the advection term (waves travel at the background880

sound speed plus the local fluid velocity) is the dominant nonlinear propagation effect881

although this effect only causes sound speed changes on the order of ∼ 10%. We are able882

to examine nonlinear effects in the source region and show that the advection nonlin-883

earity can causes changes in the sound speed of up to ∼ 170% in the near-vent region.884

This demonstrates that nonlinear source effects are much more significant than propa-885

gation effects and future work should focus on improving volcano infrasound source mod-886

els.887

Future work is needed to extend the simulations to 3D, to consider more realistic888

eruptive compositions and particle concentrations, and to explore the effect of vent over-889

pressure. Nonetheless, this work highlights nonlinear propagation effects, finite source890

effects, and jet dynamics as important factors to consider when interpreting volcano in-891

frasound observations, especially for eruptions with sonic and supersonic exit velocities.892

In particular, we demonstrate that near-vent fluid dynamics are extremely important for893

infrasound generation. Future work should further explore the relationship between the894
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complex near-vent fluid dynamics that are observed during volcanic activity and infra-895

sound observations.896
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